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Abstract. We study the solutions X, T, of the eigenoperator equation

where A is a measurable transformation in a a-finite measure space (S,"Z,m),

T is a bounded linear operator in a separable Hubert space H and X:

S -> H is Borel measurable. We solve the equation for some classes of

measure preserving transformations. For the general case we obtain neces-

sary conditions concerning the eigenoperators, in terms of operators induced

by h in the scalar function spaces over the measure space. Finally we

investigate integrability properties of the eigenfunctions.

Introduction. A measure space (S,2,m) will denote a separable, a-finite

measure space. It is called a probability space if m(S) = 1. A transformation

h: S -» S denotes a measurable invertible nonsingular transformation. It is a

measure preserving transformation (m.p.t.) if m(h(A)) = m(h~1(A)) — m(A)

for all A in 2. H denotes a separable complex Hubert space, an operator T:

H -> H denotes an invertible bounded linear operator, and X: S -» H a Borel

measurable function. We say that X,T is a solution of the eigenoperator

equation for h if

X(h(-))=TX(-)   a.e. (1)

Considered as a generalization of the notion of eigenvalues, eigenoperators

present interest for their use in the study of //-valued sequences of random

variables and also as possible invariants of transformations, in particular

measure preserving transformations.

The eigenoperator equation for m.p.t. has been solved completely for the

cases where H is finite dimensional or T is unitary, [1], [2]. In a sense these

cases are not very interesting because the eigenoperator equation reduces to

eigenvalue equations.

In §1 of this work we find necessary conditions for the eigenoperators {T}

of a transformation h in terms of a class of Hubert space operators {V}
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induced by h in L2(m) where Vf(-) = f(h(-)). These conditions are shown to

be also sufficient for some classes of m.p.t. and solutions X,T for which X is

square integrable. In §2 we study integrability properties of eigenfunctions for

ergodic transformations.

In this work we make use of some basic notions from the theory of m.p.t.

and the unitary operators induced by them [3], [4], also from the theory of

Hilbert-Schmidt operators [5]. Concerning conventions we note the following:

Many statements referring to the measure space hold modulo sets of measure

zero, but usually we will not mention this explicitly. If X,Tis a solution of the

eigenoperator equation we denote by H(X) the subspace of H spanned by

the essential range of X and then H(X) is invariant under both T and T~l.

Also A"(-) E H(X) a.e. and clearly we can study only the restriction of T to

H(X).

1. Eigenoperators. h, (S,2,m) are as in the introduction. We say that h is

m-bounded if m(h~x(A)) < cm(A) and m(h(A)) < cm(A) for some c > \

and all A in 2. In this case we say also that m is h-bounded. We note that

given h and m we can always find a probability measure m' equivalent to m

(m' ~ m) and A-bounded. Thus, if m is already a probability measure we can

define m' by

m'(A)=^m{hi(A))/3-2^

for every A in 2, otherwise we find first an equivalent probability measure,

which we can do because the space is a-iinite, and then proceed as above.

Lemma 1. If m', m" are two equivalent a-finite measures and m" is It-

bounded, then m' is also h-bounded iff the positive (a.e.) functions

w(h~\-))/w(-)   and   w(h(-))/w(-)

are (ess.) bounded, where w(-) = dm'/dm" is the Lebesgue derivative of m'

with respect to m".

Proof. Omitted.

Lemma 2. h is a transformation in a a-finite measure space (5,2,m) and X,T

is a solution of the eigenoperator equation. Then we can find a probability

measure m' ~ m such that:

a. m' is h-bounded.

b. X is square integrable with respect to m!, i.e. f\\X\\2dm' < oo.

Proof. First we find as indicated above a probability measure m" ~ m

that is also A-bounded. Then we define a probability measure m' ~ m" by its

Lebesgue derivative cw(-) = dm'/dm" where:

w(s) = l   iîs G S'= [s: \\X(s)\\ < 1}
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and

w(s) = l/\\X(s)\f    ¡is£S'.

We have w(-) < 1 and c is chosen so that m'(S) = 1. Concerning the ratio

w(A-'(•))/w(-) we have: if s S S' thenw(í) = 1 and

w(h-i(s))/w(s) = w(h-\s)) < 1;

if í £ S' and h~\s) g S', then

H'(A-1W)/H'(i)=||^W||2/|K(Ä-1W)||2<F||2

by the eigenoperator equation; finally if i0S' and h~\s) G S" then

\\X(h-\s))\\ < land

H^-'iY))/^) = l/w(s) =\\X(s)f=\\x(h(h-\s)))(

<Fii2IK(^1w)|2<imi2

by the eigenoperator equation. Therefore

w(h-\-))/w(-)<max{l,\\T\\2}.

In the same way we show

w(A(-))/w(-)<max{l, ¡r-'ll2}

and by Lemma 1 it follows that m' is /¡-bounded. Concerning b we have:

¡\\X\fdm' =f \\Xfdm' + f_\\X\\2dm' = m'(S') + m"(S') < oo.   Q.E.D.

Given a transformation A in a a-finite measure space (S,H,m) we define a

class of Hubert space operators as follows: if m is A-bounded it induces in

L2(m) an invertible bounded linear operator Vh, where VJ(-) = f(h(-)); in

general we denote by Lh the class {Vhm,} of Hilbert space invertible bounded

linear operators, where m' ~ m is a A-bounded probability measure and

VKmJ(-)=f(h(-)).

Proposition 1. h is a transformation in a a-finite measure space (S,2,m).

X, T is a solution to the eigenoperator equation for h with H (X) = H. Then

(i) There exists an operator V G Lh and a Hilbert-Schmidt operator K whose

range is dense in H such that

KV* - TK (2)

where V is the adjoint of V.

(ii) If m is h-bounded and X is square integrable with respect to m then in (2)

we can replace V by Vh, i.e.

KVt = TK. (3)
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Proof, (i) First we find a probability measure m' as in Lemma 1. Next we

define K: L2(m') -» H by the strong integral

Kf = jf(-)X(-)dm',      fGL2(m').

A similar operator appears also in the study of probability measure in Hilbert

spaces [5]. K is well defined as a bounded linear operator, in fact

ll*ll2</ll*(-)|2<*»' < «
by Lemma 2. To show that K is Hilbert-Schmidt we consider an orthonormal

basis [f¡] in L2(m'). Let also {u,} be an orthonormal basis in H. Then

2 \mf= 2 2 \{Kf^j)f= 2 2 I//,(•) < *(•).«* > dm'
i i   j i   j \J

= 2 f\(X(-),v¿\2dm' =¡\\X(-)\fdm' < ce.

It follows that K is Hilbert-Schmidt. To show that the range of K is dense in

H we note that if v is a vector in H then {X (•)»«) G L2(m') and not the zero

a.e. function because of //(A") = H. Therefore for some/- G {f¡} we have

Finally we note that

r^/ = //(-)TX(-ym'=//(-)^(A(-))^'

= ff(h-\-))X(-)d(m' oh-') = KV*f,

because V*f = f(h~\-)) • (d(m' ° h~x)/dm').
(ii) We can replace m' by m in the proof for (i).   Q.E.D.

Unfortunately not much is known about the operators in Lh, while Vh is

well understood especially if m is A-invariant in which case Vh is unitary. For

the rest of this section we consider m.p.t. on a-finite measure spaces. Also we

consider only solution to the eigenoperator equation having square integrable

eigenfunctions. From Proposition 1 (ii) we can derive a complete character-

ization of eigenoperators in this case. An operator A: H -» H is called an

5-operator [5] if it is selfadjoint, positive semidefinite and its eigenvalues have

finite sum.

Theorem 1. T is an eigenoperator of a m.p.t. in a a-finite measure space

having square integrable eigenfunction with H(X) = H iff there exists an

S-operator A: H -» H infective and with dense range such that TAT* = A.
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Proof. (<=) In H we define the Gaussian probability measure having

covariance operator A and zero mean. Then T preserves this measure [5] and

the identity function on H is the required eigenfunction. (=>) From equation

KVl = TK in Proposition 1 (ii) it follows that the orthogonal complement of

the kernel of K is invariant under both Vh and Vf1 = V%. Restricting the

equation to this subspace we have that K is injective and has dense range.

Taking adjoints we find VhK* = K*T where K* is also injective and has

dense range. Multiplying the two equations we obtain TAT* = A where

A = KK* has all the required properties.   Q.E.D.

Remark. It follows from the proof above that we can obtain all eigenopera-

tors of m.p.t. with square integrable eigenfunctions, by considering only

probability spaces.

The next result, obtained in [2] by a different approach follows now

directly from Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. If H is finite dimensional or if T is unitary then T is an

eigenoperator of a m.p.t., having an eigenfunction as in Theorem 1, iff H is

spanned by eigenvectors of T having eigenvalues of norm 1. Then it follows from

Proposition 1 that they are also eigenvalues ofh.

Next we solve the eigenoperator equation for some classes of m.p.t. For

convenience we consider only ergodic m.p.t. L'2(m) denotes the subspace of

L2(m) consisting of functions with zero mean, i.e. }f(-)dm = 0. By the

spectrum of A we mean the spectrum of the restriction of Vh to L'2(m). We

note that Proposition 1 (ii) implies that the images under K of the orbits of V%

are orbits of T.

Theorem 2. A is an ergodic m.p.t. having complete point spectrum. Then T is

an eigenoperator of A having square integrable eigenfunction with H (X) = H,

iff H is spanned by eigenvectors of T having distinct eigenvalues that are also

eigenvalues of h.

Proof. (=>) It follows from Proposition 1 (ii). (^=){v¡: i = 1,2 ,... }, {c¡:

i = 1,2, ... } are the eigenvectors and their corresponding eigenvalues, as

assumed in the theorem. If [f¡: i = 1,2,... } are the corresponding eigen-

f unctions of A then

*(')«2/f(>//2w
i

has all the required properties.   Q.E.D.

Next we consider ergodic transformations with continuous spectrum. In

this case we assume for convenience that the eigenfunction has zero mean, i.e.

fX(-)dm = 0, and then we can take the restriction of the equation KV£ =

TK to the subspace L'2(m). We assume also H(X) = H. We can derive
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various orbit structure properties of T by using known properties of V% =

VhXi [4]- The collection {v} c H consisting of the nonzero elements of

KL'2(m) is dense in H. Thus for every v in a dense subset {v) of H we have:

a. The orbits {Tv: i = 1,2,... }, {T'v: i = -1,-2,... } are infinite

dimensional, precompact and have the zero vector as an accumulation point.

b. They have the ergodic property,

I 2 T'v/n 1 -» zero vector strongly,     as n -» ± co.

c. If A has absolutely continuous spectrum then T'v -» zero vector strongly,

as /' -» ± oo.

In deriving the conditions above we only use the fact that K is compact.

Perhaps the work in [6] can be used to derive some stronger conditions using

also the properties of K as a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.

In the special case where A has a-Lebesgue spectrum, which arises often in

applications, we can in fact derive necessary and sufficient conditions.

Theorem 3. A is an ergodic m.p.t. having a-Lebesgue spectrum. T is an

eigenoperator of A having a square integrable eigenfunction with zero mean and

H(X) = H, iff there exists a countable collection {v¡: i = 1,2,. .. } c H such

that:
a. {T'vy. i = 1,2, . .. ,j = 0,± 1,±2, . . . } spans H, and

b.2,S7.||r^.!i2< oo.

Proof. If A has a-Lebesgue spectrum we can find a countably infinite

collection {fk: k = 1,2,. .. } c L'2(m) such that

{fk(hJ(-)):k = l,2.y = 0,±l,...}

is an orthonormal basis for L'2(m). Then: (=*) follows from Proposition 1 (ii)

using the defining property of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. (<=) The function

*(-) = 2 2¿(A-y'(-))^
> j

satisfies all the requirements.      Q.E.D.

If in the operators of Theorem 3 we impose also the condition that { T'vj) is

an orthogonal collection then we obtain basically weighted shift operators

which are eigenoperators of every m.p.t. although it is not clear what H(X)

would be in each case.

2. Eigenfunctions. As it appears that the integrability properties of eigen-

functions are important we examine this question. We assume now that A is

an ergodic transformation in a probability space (S,2,m). If X,T is a solution

and ||r|| < 1 or ||r-1|| < 1 then X must have constant norm (a.e.) and in
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particular it is ̂ -integrable for every p > 0 [1], as it is also if T or T~l are

totally bounded, i.e.

|7*|.   « = 0,1,2,...,   or   ¡r-fl,   « = 0,1,2,...,

are uniformly bounded. In order to state a result for the general case we

introduce first some notation. The spectral radius of an operator T: H -» H is

defined by r(T) = lim sup ||rn||1/''. Also we define the spectral radius r(h)

for an ergodic transformation in a probability space as follows. For every A

with m(A) > 0 we define the sets
n

A„=\Jh'(A),   « = 0,1,2,...,        AAn = An-An_v   « = 1,2,....
— n

The sets ¿\A„ are disjoint and m(UAA„) = 1. The radius of convergence of

the power series 1lc"m(AAn) is given by

r(A,h)= 1/lim sup(m(A^))I/''.

We define r(h) = inî{r(A,h): A G 2, m(A) > 0). Clearly r(h) > 1.

Proposition 2. A is an ergodic transformation in a probability space and r(h)

its spectral radius.

(i) IfX,Tis a solution of the eigenoperator equation and

r(T),r(T-*)<(r(h)fp

then X is p-integrable. Also if r(A,h) > r(h) for all A then the statement holds

also with equality.

(ii) For every e > 0 andp > 0 there exists a solution X, T such that

FhF-l\\<(r(h))l/P+e

and X is not p-integrable, provided H is infinite dimensional. Also if r(A,h) =

r(h) = 1 for some A then we can find the same solution for all p.

Proof, (i) We set/(-) = \\X(-)\\P and c„ m max^r"!!', ¡|7^-"||">. From

the eigenoperator equation we have /(A"(•)), /(A""(•)) < cj(')- Also for

some a > 0 we have m(A = {s: f(s) < a)) > 0. We define the function g(-)

by g(s) = acn for s G AAn, « = 0,1, .... Then ¡g(-)dm = a1cam(AA„) <
oo because

lim sup(cMw(A^n))1/'' < lim sup(c„)1/nlim sup(/n(A^„))

< {r(T)?/r(h) < 1.

(If r(A,h) > r(h) we can replace the last < by <.) Since/(•) < g(-) by the

definition of g(-) it follows that/(-) is integrable and hence X(-) is/Mntegra-
ble.

(ii) If r(h) = oo there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we choose c =

(r(A))1/' + e/2 and a set A G 2 so that r(A,h) < r(h) + pe/2. We define
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g(0 byg(í) = cn for s G AA„. Then

j gp(-)dm = 2 (cp)"m(A^n) = oo because cp > r(A,h).

(If r(y4,A) = r(h) = 1 we would take this A.) Next we choose

a = (r(h))l/p + e = c + e/2

and if [v„: n = 0,± 1,... } is an orthonormal set in H we define T: H-+H

by Tv„ = vn+1/a for « > 0 and Tvn = aun+1 for n < 0. The //-valued

function

X(-) = ^g(h-"(-))vJaM

is well defined because

I* 0)11 <2 g(h-"(-))a-W< ?OScw/aw<ooa.e.

X is not ^-integrable because [|A'(-)[j'p > gp(-). Finally we note that X,T is a

solution and

l\T\\ = \\T-i\\=a = (r(h))i/p+e.     Q.E.D.

It follows that A has all its eigenfunctions integrable with respect to m iff

r(h) = oo. However no such transformation or even transformations with

/•(A) =?*= 1 are known. One can also compute r(h) using intersections of sets

and then if A is such that

{A'04):/ = 0,±l,...}

are independent, where A is m.p.t., then

r(A,h) = \/m(A~),

and if there exists such sets with measure arbitrarily close to zero we get

r(h) = 1. Thus if A is the two-sided shift on the infinite product space of the

unit interval then r(h) = 1, and we can apply Proposition 2 (ii).

We add that Proposition 2 holds also for ergodic transformations on

infinite a-finite measure spaces if in this case we define r(h) = 1.
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